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Shortlisted for the NZ Post Book Awards,
these 25 stories are at once arresting,
moving, funny and full of insight into the
human condition.Being a celebrity
impersonator, says Aussie Elton John, is
like living your life as a moon. We give up
our identity and become just a reflection of
another personality, like the moon having
no fire of its own and being just a pale
reflection of the sun when its not there.
This collection of stories from master short
fiction writer Owen Marshall is rich with
people exploring their identities and how
they are affected by others. There is
Patrick, whose life is radically altered by a
random encounter with a killer; widowed
Margaret, who faces a new kind of
existence alone; David, who experiences
the spontaneous and passing friendship of
strangers; Ian, whose wifes demands for a
better lifestyle lead him to a new career in
telephone sex. Set in both Europe and the
Antipodes, these stories will be savoured
long after reading.
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JPL The Cost of Living on the Moon A series of papers say we can set up a permanent, inhabited base on the moon,
soon, and without breaking the bank. John Lear Aliens are Living on the Moon - YouTube Life on the moon would
be very different for explorers than life on Earth. See what it living on the moon would be like in this We could be
living on the moon by 2022: Nasa claims a - Daily Mail - 9 min - Uploaded by stevebd1Clip 1 from an episode
entitled Living on the Moon broadcasted July 09 on the National UFO spotters say NASA images show HUGE
insect living on the The Living Moon. Anomalies. Earth Mars Moon Solar System John Lear Bob Lazar
Burntheships Collection Mike Singh Collection The Seekers Domain Living on the Moon Clip 1 - YouTube It is
widely regarded as one of the greatest human achievements ever made, but putting a man on the moon was no cheap
undertaking. Living on the Moon Astronotes - Armagh Planetarium - 3 min - Uploaded by NASA GoddardThe
Beginning Engineering, Science, and Technology (BEST) team teaches a playful lesson Living on the moon! Science (5,6) - ABC Splash MTV News spoke to five scientists about the possibility of living on the moon or Mars. It
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Sounds Crazy, but Living by the Moon Cycle Solved My Health Caves could make useful lunar habitats, but not if
they arent where you need them. NASA BEST: Living on the Moon - YouTube Living on the Moon Clip 3 YouTube MyAstroChart*Living with the Moon Dont knock it till you try it: Our editor managed to solve her health
issues when an Ayurvedic practitioner advised her to live by the moon. Trust Me, Living on the Moon Will Be Hell Gizmodo - 44 min - Uploaded by hajia ilyas buttNational Geographic Living on the Moon: The day before the 40th
Anniversary of Apollo 11 Cave Living on the Moon Daily Planet Air & Space Magazine Will we ever go back to
the Moon and stay? Recently the idea of people living on Mars has been the talk of the astronomy circle and has
Colonization of the Moon - Wikipedia Ever wonder if we could colonize the moon? How would they breathe? What
would they eat? How would they get around? John Lear - A Collection of Theories and Facts - 9 min - Uploaded by
stevebd1Clip 3 from an episode entitled Living on the Moon broadcasted July 09 on the National Humans LIVING on
the Moon by 2030: ESA to build LUNAR BASE A US company has gained permission to carry out the first private
mission to the moon, so are we nearer to settling on our celestial neighbour? Moon Express: How close are humans to
living in space? The UFO hunters claim they have found evidence of a huge insect dubbed Bugzilla lurking on the
moon. The Enigmas on the Moon - Intro - Photos Taken in Space - 57 min - Uploaded by Life Beyond EarthJohn
Lear has learned many incredible and interesting facts about the galaxy and planets Moon Living: 26/08/2014, Behind
the News - ABC Humans LIVING on the Moon by 2030: ESA to build LUNAR BASE to colonise for man. AS Nasa
hopes to be the first to put a man on Mars, the What Would It Be Like to Live on the Moon? - Life on the moon
would be very different for explorers than life on Earth. See how in this infographic. Images for Living As a Moon
Living with the Moon is the Moon Calendar which shows the Moon sign, lunation(phase), aspects with other planets,
void of course moon, etc. >>What Living Ever since man landed on the moon in 1969, people have wondered what it
would be like to live there. Unfortunately there are quite a few Living on the Moon: What It Would Be Like
(Infographic) - Causes Johns Older ATS Forums Older News Articles Photo Gallery Special Features The Living
Moon The Insiders Video and Radio Interviews - Update How Close Are We To Living On The Moon Or Mars? We
Asked Imagine living on the moon! What are some of the essentials you may need that you take for granted on Earth?
How would you source or access these Astronauts will LIVE on the moon by 2020, Nasa report claims Daily To
celebrate the 45th anniversary of the moon landing, Buddy Loans has put together an infographic exploring the actual
costs on living on our one and only
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